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    M-500P Plastic CutterM-500P Plastic Cutter  £6.59£6.59 
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 Description  Description 

NT Cutter M-500P Plastic Cutter, Extra large plastic cutter perfect for scoring thin acrylicNT Cutter M-500P Plastic Cutter, Extra large plastic cutter perfect for scoring thin acrylic
boards, aluminium composite sheets and plastic boards ideal for removing burrs on plastic.boards, aluminium composite sheets and plastic boards ideal for removing burrs on plastic.

Comes with two different blades Comes with two different blades BM-1PBM-1P &  & BM-2PBM-2P for plastic scoring and precision trimming. for plastic scoring and precision trimming.

Score surfaces to 1/3 depth and bend or snap to cut, assured to get a clean break. QuickScore surfaces to 1/3 depth and bend or snap to cut, assured to get a clean break. Quick
easy and efficient tooleasy and efficient tool

Blade Specification (BM-1P)Blade Specification (BM-1P)
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Blade Length: 52mmBlade Length: 52mm
Blade Width: 9mmBlade Width: 9mm
Blade Thickness: 0.80mmBlade Thickness: 0.80mm
Solid Blade: FixedSolid Blade: Fixed
Blade colour: SilverBlade colour: Silver

Blade Specification (BM-2P)Blade Specification (BM-2P)

Blade Length: 52mmBlade Length: 52mm
Blade Width: 9mmBlade Width: 9mm
Blade Thickness: 0.80mmBlade Thickness: 0.80mm
Solid Blade: Fixed Scoring BladeSolid Blade: Fixed Scoring Blade
Blade colour: SilverBlade colour: Silver

Plastic body is durable lightweightPlastic body is durable lightweight

Built in blade storage compartment in the body for replacement bladesBuilt in blade storage compartment in the body for replacement blades

Use the cutter to score break lines on plastics, light ceiling tiles, laminates, plexi-glass,Use the cutter to score break lines on plastics, light ceiling tiles, laminates, plexi-glass,
window tinting, acrylic etc.window tinting, acrylic etc.

Fixed blade, easy to change blade over or replaceFixed blade, easy to change blade over or replace

Comes pre-installed with blade (BM-2P) with an additional (BM-1P) blade.Comes pre-installed with blade (BM-2P) with an additional (BM-1P) blade.
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